
Lease chalet mobile home, 

Bruez Sarl, 10 rue du lac, 25160 Labergement-Sainte-Marie.   

Dear customers: we have developed the various clauses of the lease for the sake of discipline and
mutual respect. Whether you make the most of your stay in the top Doubs is our greatest wish.

If you want to reserve, print this document and send it at the following adress: " Sarl Bruez, 10 rue du lac, 25160 
Labergement Ste-Marie, france ".

Mr. or Mrs.:............................................................................................. 
Adress:.......................................................................................... 
Postal Code: ....................... City:......................................................... 
Tel: ......................................e-maill:...................................................... 

State to have been informed of the general conditions of hiring and to accept of them all the terms without any reserve. 
It was agreed and stopped this leasing agreement, has to know that the Camping du Lacplaces at the disposal of the 
tenant who commits himself occupying it a hiring of: 

[ ] Mobile-home 18m²  - (3 pers max)

[ ] Mobile-home 24m² - 4 pers 

[ ] Chalet  28m² -  4 pers 

[ ] Mobile-home 35m²  - 6 pers  

           [ ] Chalet 50m² (8 pers max été, 6 pers max winter) 

For the period of:.............................arrival as from (3 pm/19 pm max)to................................. departure from 9 am to 
10.30 am.

Number of occupants (baby included): ....................... 

Assembling stay:...............................€

Supplement dog 4.00 €/day (1 only accepted dog):..........................€

Total amount of the stay (net of tax of stay):...........................€

The tenant , by the way pay a down payment, 30% of the total amount of the stay, that is .................€ more 10.00 €of 
handling charges. In the event of will reservation less than 30 days before the beginning of the stay, the totality of the 
payment be required with the reservation plus 10.00 € handling charges. 

As of reception of the contract and down payments, it will be returned to you a specimen of the contract, signed by our 
care. The contract will be to present at the reception the day of your arrival. 

A guarantee in species of 200 € (degradation/cleaning) will be also requested from you at the arrival. The handing-over 
of the keys will be carried out only with the payment of the guarantees.

Tourist taxes due the day of your arrival :
- person more than 18 ans: 0,50 € / day 

Date and signatur
 
 



GENERAL CONDITIONS OF HIRING, 

Camping du Lac, Sarl Bruez, 10 rue du lac, 25160 Labergement Sainte Marie

The hiring is personal and cannot in no case to be yielded.

This contract is drawn up for a maximum capacity people. In the event of nonrespect of the clauses by the customer, the
owner has the right to refuse the stay.

Will the reservation become effective since the tenant will have turned over a signed specimen of this contract 
accompanied by the amount of the down payments, that is to say 30% of the stay plus 10.00 € of handling charges: 

The pay of the hiring will be versed at the latest 30 days before the beginning of the stay. The customer not 
having paid the pay as of the agreed date will be regarded as having cancelled his stay. Consequently, the service
is again offered to the sale and no refunding of the down payments and the handling charges will be carried out.

In the event of will reservation less than 30 days before the beginning of the stay, the totality of the payment be required
with the reservation plus 10.00 € of handling charges.

Any cancellation of contract must be notified by letter registered with marked reception.

For any cancellation of your fact beyond 40 days before your arrived at the Camping du Lac, the owner restores the 
down payments except for the handling charges.

For any cancellation of your fact 40 days before the arrival at the camping du Lac, the owner preserves the down 
payments and the handling charges.

For any cancellation of your fact less than 30 days before the arrival at the Camping du Lac, the owner preserve
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